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ABSTRACT
Although there has been substantial progress for multi-robot exploration of an unknown area, little attention has been given
to communication, especially bandwidth constraints in time-sensitive and bandwidth-consuming tasks such as search and
surveillance. In such tasks, video/audio streams of a newly explored area should be sent back to the base station in a timely
manner. To address this issue, we propose connectivity and bandwidth-aware exploration (CBAX), which is an efficient
iteration based real-time exploration. CBAX divides the problem into frontier node placement, relay node placement with
routing path selection, and matching of each robot with its target position. Moreover, we model bandwidth-constrained
relay node placement into a new variant of the Steiner minimum tree problem and present our solution. While reducing
the exploration time, CBAX maintains the network’s connectivity and ensures the aggregated data flows are under the
link capacity in transmission. Simulation shows that CBAX outperforms two recent exploration schemes qualitatively by
demonstrating major improvement in terms of non-overflow transmission time and fully connected transmission time. With
enhanced communication quality, CBAX still reduces the exploration time, on average, by 40% and 15%, respectively. In
moderately dense scenarios, CBAX even decreases time by 50% and 25%. Copyright © 2011 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Exploring an environment is one of the fundamental problems in mobile robotics. Recently, multi-robot exploration
has received increased attention for its notable benefit for
enhanced efficiency and robustness [1,2]. Many application
domains of multi-robot exploration, such as surveillance,
reconnaissance, search, and rescue missions in dangerous
areas require robot’s bandwidth-consuming video/audio
information from newly explored area to be reliably and
quickly sent back to an operator at the base station (BS)
[3]. The reasons for this requirement are threefold. First,
human operators often need to monitor the robot team’s
action and obtain the sensed information immediately. Second, as the current robotic sensing ability is not sufficient to accurately detect complex targets, such a process
should be simultaneously augmented with human recognition [4]. Third, operators may even need to teleoperate
robots promptly after target discovery or under exceptional
circumstances. For instance, when a robot finds a victim
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partially covered by earthquake debris, the operator may
teleoperate the robot to move closer to the target and control the robot arm to remove the obstacle and telediagnose
the victim. Thus, limited robot intelligence may need to
be augmented with an operator as a necessary and effective way to monitor and control a robot team. Reliable
and smooth communication is essential in such a process.
Hence, such multi-robot real-time exploration (MRRTX) is
critical.
Multi-robot real-time exploration can be described as
follows: a team of n homogenous robots sent from the
BS to explore an unknown area. Each robot communicates
with limited range by forming a multi-hop network with
all robots and the BS. The question is on how to design
a coordinated exploration strategy for the robot team to
explore the area in a minimum amount of time under the
following two constraints: (i) the network is always connected when data is transmitted, and (ii) the aggregated
consumed bandwidth of data flows from the frontier nodes
(FNs) cannot exceed the link bandwidth (capacity) when
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transmitting back to the BS. In fact, many types of realtime streaming data such as video/audio have a stream floor
rate [5] or a minimum rate to make the stream workable. A
link should always provide adequate bandwidth for each
flow to meet the floor rate requirement. Without these two
constraints, disconnected nodes can evolve, and the aggregated data flows may exceed the link bandwidth, leading to
considerable data loss and control disturbance.
To solve MRRTX, we present connectivity and
bandwidth-aware exploration (CBAX). Differing from
existing approaches, CBAX is an iterative exploration that
divides the problem of the next round movement path
generation and message routing into three subproblems,
which are modeled and solved accordingly by variations
of algorithmic and graph-theoretic problems, such as the
set cover problem, the Steiner tree problem, and the linear
bottleneck assignment problem (LBAP). When we solve
the bandwidth-constrained relay node (RN) placement, we
model it as a new variation or one with the  -inflow constraint of the Steiner minimum tree problem with minimum
number of Steiner points and bounded edge length (SMTMSP) [6,7]. We also give an upper bound of the algorithm’s
approximation ratio. CBAX not only reduces the exploration time compared with recent works [1,3] but also guarantees the adequacy of link bandwidth and enhances the
communication quality. In Figure 1, CBAX is illustrated by
an exploration snapshot obtained from our simulation program with the garden environment given in Section 5. The
figure describes that four FNs with two RNs have explored
56.3% of the area in their fourth iteration of movement,
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where all robots are connected with the BS and the FNs
send non-overflow streams to the BS by the routing paths
that CBAX generated.
The outline of the paper is as follows. Related work is
described in Section 2. Section 3 introduces the system
model and the problem formation. In Section 4, CBAX’s
general procedure is given, along with the three subproblems and optimizations on the model. Performance evaluation is in Section 5, whereas Section 6 concludes the paper
and discusses the future work.

2. RELATED WORK
Communication in multi-robot systems has drawn increased
attention [8–10]. Novel research for maintaining connectivity of mobile networks from a distributed control perspective is presented in [8] and [9]. However, it does
not have bandwidth awareness or the specific goal of
area exploration. Additionally, a networking framework for
teleoperation in rescue robotics is given in [10]. In [11],
four types of routing protocols are compared in an experiment of one mobile robot with several stationary RNs.
Although the problem of multi-robot exploration has
been widely studied in [1–3,12–14] and various exploration strategies are compared in [15], little prior work considers the bandwidth constraints, and only some schemes
assume limited communication range and attempt to
maintain connectivity. Distributed local random graph,
segmentation, and hill climbing-based methods in [1,12,13]
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Figure 1. Exploration snapshot of the garden environment given in Section 5. (Nodes are scaled larger for illustration purpose.)
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explore the area efficiently but provide only intermittent
connectivity or assume that robots are always in range.
To maintain connectivity, nearest measure is applied in
[2] to let robots tend to stay close to each other, but it
cannot be guaranteed. A concept of comfort zone is proposed in [4,14,16], where each node monitors the distance
to its neighbor and keeps it in a safe range. When the distance is beyond a safe threshold, the node will change its
behavior into tracking the neighbor to retain connectivity.
Such schemes lack systemic analysis on how to share relay
robots for placing more frontier ones to enhance efficiency.
Also, with communication latency and non-uniform velocities of robots, the detect-and-chase method may lead to a
sequence of trace movement, and the resulting topologies
need to be proved deadlock free and invariably connected.
In addition, an iterative motion planning method in [17]
maintains connectivity by rejecting trajectories that break
tree edges in the distributedly computed minimum spanning tree. However, its exploration model is different from
ours without a BS and may not need to consider the bandwidth constraint. Moreover, a centralized scheme in [3]
guarantees connectivity by solely selecting fully connected
topologies with detecting and recovering from deadlock.
Nevertheless, it only allows nodes to move to their immediate four-neighbor positions in each step and does not
attempt to optimally place RNs to improve efficiency.
The problem of RN placement studied in [6] and [18] is
also pertinent to maintaining connectivity. The authors in
[18] employ bipartite graph to cover the maximum number
of mobile nodes using a fixed number of RNs in one tier.
In [6], the relay sensor placement problem is modeled as a
variant of the Steiner tree problem, and improved approximation ratio algorithms are provided for this NP-hard
problem without bandwidth consideration.

3. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM
FORMULATION
Before presenting our solution, the system model and
the problem formulation are introduced as follows. Notations introduced in the system model are also presented in
Table I.
3.1. System model
3.1.1. Robot model.
Each robot has traveling, communication, and sensing
capability. It scans the environment using cameras and
acoustic sensors with sensing range rs and communicates
with other nodes with communication range rc by a 802.11
radio, where rc > rs .
3.1.2. Environment and exploration model with
a base station.
The exploration begins with the operator selecting a targeting area, all of whose borders are reachable when robots
form a straight line from the BS. The area is modeled by the
Wirel. Commun. Mob. Comput. (2011) © 2011 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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2D occupancy map composed of grid cells. The cell size
equals that of a robot. The states of a cell are unvisited,
exploring, and explored. An explored cell can be either
free or obstructed. An obstacle does not affect communication but blocks the sensing range. An unvisited cell denotes
the area that has not been reached by the sensing range of
robots.
Arriving at their target positions, all nodes are synchronized and start simultaneously to sense the area and
transmit streams back to the BS for a fixed sensing and
transmitting interval (STI). In STI, the unvisited grid cells
within the range of rs of a node and not blocked by
obstacles are changed to exploring status. After STI, these
cells change to explored status because the operator has
observed and detected the targets in STI. The cells that
are explored but have at least an unvisited neighbor cell
are called frontier cells and are denoted as F C. We mainly
focus on how to efficiently explore the area, and the issues
after the target discovery, that is, potential teleoperation
tasks, are not discussed here.
Coordinated exploration is executed in an iterative and
synchronized way controlled by the BS. At iteration t ,
Mapt denotes the explored map, and T t gives the total time
elapsed. Each robot i has a position Pit and is dynamically
classified as a RN or an FN. An FN explores a new area
while an RN maintains connectivity for the FNs with the
BS. The robot team size is n with nfn number of FNs and
nrn number of RNs. We define the information gain of node
i in iteration t , or IGti , as the number of unvisited cells that
can be explored with a new position Pit .
A position configuration is the array of positions of the
n robots. Specifically, pCGt , the position configuration at
iteration t is defined as pCGt D fP1t ; P2t ; : : :; Pnt g. The set
of all possible pCGt is denoted as P CG t . Each pCGt is
associated with a total information gain, or t IGt , which is
the total number of non-overlapped unvisited cells that can
be explored with a new position Pit for each node i . A valid
position configuration is the one that satisfies Constraint
I defined in the following paragraphs. Besides, P at hti is
the migrating path of node i from iteration t  1 to t , and
P at ht is the set of Pathti for each node i . Similar to [8],
we define a dynamic graph G.t / D fV ; E.t /g where V
denotes the sets of vertices indexed by the set of robots with
BS and E.t / is the edge set representing the time varying set of bi-directional communication links of vertices
and .i ; j / 2 E.t / iff dist.Pit ; Pjt /  rc , where d i st .i ; j /
denotes the straight-line distance between i and j .
In addition, we define a routing configuration by the path
array from all FNs back to BS where the streams traverse.
Specifically, rC G t , the routing configuration at iteration t
is defined as rC G t D fRLt1 ; RLt2 ; : : :; RLtn g, where RLti
is the route list or the sequence of nodes on the routing
path from FN i to BS in iteration t . A valid routing configuration is the one satisfying Constraint II or Equation 2
defined in the following section. Combining both position
and routing configurations, we define the configuration at
iteration t as C G t D fpC G t ; rC G t g. A valid configuration is the one that satisfies Constraints I and II given in the
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succeeding sections and CG tv denotes the set of all valid
configurations in iteration t .
3.1.3. Wireless communication model.
We analyze the wireless communication in area exploration with the following properties: (i) the unit-disk communication model is adopted, and two nodes i ; j , can communicate as long as d i st .i ; j /  rc ; (ii) all links have
a uniform link capacity Rcapacity , and an FN has a uniform flow sending rate Rs for its video/audio streams not
less than their stream floor rate in STI, where a flow is the
combined video and audio streams from an FN to the BS;
(iii) streams are sent in a single selected path rather than
multiple paths; and (iv) interference between nodes will be
analyzed in future work.
3.1.4. Constraints I and II.
In the STI of each iteration t ,
(1) Constraint I. The robot team with BS’s network
G.t / is connected.
(2) Constraint II. The aggregated consumed bandwidth
cannot exceed the link capacity on each link of the
path from FNs to BS, which can also be expressed
as follows
e

Rcapacity

X

e
Rconsumed.f
/
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Pit1 and send the acknowledgement back to the BS when
it arrives. mT t or the migration time in iteration t is determined by the bottleneck or the longest moving time among
all nodes. After the BS receives the acknowledgements
from all nodes, it informs all FNs to enter STI and starts
the stream transmission to the BS by the routes defined in
rCGt . Then, the human operator can start to identify targets in STI by monitoring the video/audio sent from the
FNs. An iteration adjourns with the completion of STI.
Figure 2 also illustrates the robot’s states in exploration.
3.2. Problem formulation
Based on the system model, the major problem is on how
to explore the whole area for a robot team with minimum time under the communication constraints I and II.
Although the problem can be difficult to solve as a whole,
our solution leverages a heuristic answer to a subproblem.
The subproblem becomes more tractable but remains nontrivial because it is further divided into variants of two NPhard problems and a polynomially solvable problem. This
subproblem is to find a local optimal configuration in iterat , which has maximal total number of cells
tion t , or C Glopt
explored in unit migration time. Formally, the subproblem
t
such that
is as follows: given pCGt1 , find C Glopt
t
D argmax
C Glopt

(1)

C G t 2CG tv

f 2Fe

f represents a flow and Fe denotes all the flows
passing through link e. With the properties in
our wireless communication model, Equation 1 is
rewritten as follows:
e
   Rs
Rcapacity



t IG t
mT t


(3)

4. CONNECTIVITY AND
BANDWIDTH-AWARE
EXPLORATION
4.1. CBAX overview

(2)

An integer  , or the bandwidth ratio, denotes the
maximum number of flows that can pass through
link e without overflowing the link, for example,
 D 3 when Rs D 450 KB/s with 11 Mbps link;
 D 5 when Rs D 128 KB/s with 5 Mbps link.

Generally, CBAX attempts to enhance efficiency by maximizing the explored area by placing more robots in frontier
areas while reserving less robots as RNs. Additionally, we
endeavor to reduce the bottleneck longest distance that
robots travel, as it also directly impacts the exploration
t
in Section 3.2 is
time. The problem of finding C Glopt
largely divided into three subproblems:

3.1.5. Illustration.
When iteration t begins, BS computes CGt and sends
t
Pi and Pathti to each node i . Upon receiving them, i will
migrate to the targeting position Pit by path Pathti from

 Frontier node placement: Where to place nfn number

of FNs in F C to cover maximum amount of unexplored area. The distances from current positions to

Migrating
(Waiting for other nodes)
FN: Sensing and transmitting streams
RN: Transmitting streams

Figure 2. Robot status in one iteration.
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Table I. Notations in connectivity and bandwidth-aware exploration.
Terms
BS
FN, RN
n; nfn ; nrn
STI
Flow
rc , rs
FC
Pit
G.t /
Mapt
Pathti , Patht
pCGt
rCGt
CGt
CG tv
IGit
tIGt
T t , mT t
 in Equation 2
Rcapacity
Rs

Definitions
Base station
Frontier node and relay node; FN; RN represent their set
Number of all robots, number of FN, and number of RN
Sensing and transmitting interval
Combined video and audio streams from an FN to the BS
Communication range and sensing range
Set of Frontier cells
Position of node i in iteration t
Dynamic graph, G.t / D fV ; E .t /g
Explored map in iteration t
Moving path of node i and set of all robots moving path from iteration t  1 to t
Position configuration, array of node positions in iteration t
Routing configuration, path set of data flows from an FN to the BS
Configuration, CGt D fpCGt ; rCGt g
Set of all valid configurations in iteration t
Information gain of node i in iteration t : number of unvisited cells to be explored
Total information gain
Total time elapsed after iteration t ; migration time in iteration t
Bandwidth ratio
A uniform maximum link rate
A uniform flow sending rate from FN

new ones are also considered and modeled in the
utility function.
 Relay node placement with routing path selection:
How to place minimum number of RNs in explored
area to satisfy the Constraints I and II and select
which paths to route flows from FNs to BS.
 Position assignment and path generation: How to
assign each robot with its target position and generate movement paths to minimize the bottleneck time
mT t .
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Algorithm 1 illustrates the general procedure of CBAX
for each iteration. Initially, nfn is set as the team size
because more FNs normally can cover more area. Given
FN positions computed in line 3, RNs are placed accordingly with routing to relay FNs with the BS, and nrn is
decided. Line 5 checks whether the required number of
robots nfn C nrn exceeds the fixed team size. If yes, the
algorithm reduces nfn and places FNs and RNs again until
it finds that the required number of robots can be satisfied.
If nfn C nrn < n, then the remaining nodes may be able to
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move to frontier areas to explore extra areas where RNs can
support the additional flows. In line 12, function genPath is
called to assure that bottleneck distance is minimized when
generating movement paths for each node to reach its target. The map will be updated after the nodes arrive at their
new positions and enter STI.
Connectivity and bandwidth-aware exploration is a centralized scheme. Although it takes time to synchronize and
transmit control messages to the BS, it fits our model as
global topology information is requested by the operator at
the BS anyway for remote monitoring, control, and even
teleoperation. More notably, it facilitates graph-theoretic
modeling and methodically solves the problem. Furthermore, a distributed approach usually suffers from local suboptimal results, large amount of local data exchange [17],
and non-trivial waiting time for other nodes to broadcast
better results [2]. Therefore, CBAX computes the robot’s
trajectories at the powerful BS in a safe area to ensure
effective control and monitoring.
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[19] but shows disparities in setting  dynamically to adjust
the distance’s weight and defining distance as the minimum
from one point to a set of positions.
This problem can also be viewed as a variant of the wellknown NP-hard set cover problem [20] when  ! 1. In
the set cover problem, the minimum number of sets are
selected so that all elements are contained, whereas in our
problem, a fixed number of sets are selected with the goal
that the maximum of elements are covered when assuming
a set is the unvisited cell set by each frontier cell and an
element as an unvisited cell. It is not difficult to prove that
our problem is no easier than the set cover (thus is also
NP-hard) because a polynomial solution to ours, if it ever
exists, will lead to a polynomial solution to the set cover.
To sum up, our solution inherits a greedy approximation of
set cover, along with dynamic cost modeling of migrating
distance.
4.3. Relay robot placement with routing
path selection

4.2. Frontier robot placement
Now that FNs are placed; we need to determine the following: (i) whether the rest (n  nfn ) of the nodes are adequate
to relay the BS and the FNs and how to place them, and (ii)
if the nodes are abundant, how to route the streams from
each FN to the BS. We present two solutions with respect to
situations considering different bandwidth ratio  defined
in Equation 2.
 When  is sufficiently large, the first problem can

also be viewed as a decision version of SMT-MSP
where FNs and BS are the terminal points and RNs are
the Steiner points. The routing problem can be easily
solved afterwards.
 When  is small and the bandwidth of aggregated
flows may exceed link capacity, we model the problem as a decision version of SMT-MSP with the
 -inflow constraint and present our solution.

Our utility function is defined as follows:
U .q/ D
where d .q/ D
D

IGqt  e 
min

i2pCGt1

d .q/


d .q; i/

maxf0  .1  ı/; th g


size.Mapt1 /
ıD
size.Maptotal /

(4)

where ı is the exploration ratio, or explored area over total
area. Notations relevant to Algorithm 1-8 are also presented in Table II. Empirically, 0 is set as 20, and th
(the threshold) is set as 12. When  ! 1, distance is
not considered, and FNs are greedily placed as the positions that cover most. On the other hand, when  ! 0,
the distance is weighed heavily, so the frontier cell closest to the current positions pCGt1 is selected. Thus, 
defined in Equation 4 enhances performance with initial
emphasis on coverage while focusing on migrating time
in the end to avoid unnecessary fluctuating moves. This
approach resembles the candidate evaluation method in

4.3.1. Bandwidth-sufficient relay node
placement and routing.
The problem is modeled as the NP-hard problem of
SMT-MSP, which was introduced and investigated in [6,7].
First we build a complete graph† Gcomp of the BS and
the FNs. In the next step, our solution is built on the
well-known approximation algorithm called Steinerized
minimum spanning tree(S-MST) for SMT-MSP, with an
approximation ratio of 4 [7]. Interested readers may try
more sophisticated schemes in [6] with ratios of 3 and 2.5.
Because the ratio is only an upper bound compared with
the optimal, the improvement in our application may not
be that significant. When the RN is placed at an obstructed
cell, A* search [21] is adopted to compute the obstacleaware shortest path from one end (starting point) to the
†
A complete graph is a simple graph in which every pair of distinct
vertices is connected by an edge.
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in Algorithm

in Algorithm

other end (goal) of the edge (line 7 in Algorithm 4), and the
RN is placed again on the new path. We use the straightline distance to the goal as the admissible‡ and consistent
heuristic function h.n/ that never overestimates the distance to goal. A* search guarantees the same optimal result
as Dijkstra while reducing the searching space. With the
RNs placed and the tree constructed, the shortest routing
path (in terms of number of hops) from each FN to BS can
be obtained by breadth-first search (line 3 in Algorithm 3).
We are able to use breadth-first search because only the
number of intermediate nodes counts, whereas the weight
of each edge is not considered.
4.3.2. Bandwidth-constrained relay node
placement and routing.
When the bandwidth ratio  is small, the problem is
modeled as SMT-MSP with the constraint that each node
can admit no more than  flows from FNs (FNs may also
relay flows). Alternatively, if we define a node as saturated
when it carries  flows and as over-saturated when it carries more than  ones, the problem becomes SMT-MSP
without over-saturated nodes when flows transmit from
‡
Most admissible h.n/ are also consistent. Details of the proof of
consistency is in [21].
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n  1 terminal points to one terminal point (BS). The problem is as hard as SMT-MSP (thus is also NP hard) because
if we can find a polynomial algorithm for it and we set
 ! 1, SMT-MSP would be polynomially solvable.
The solution’s central theme is to reduce unnecessary
RNs by aggregating flows, and the following definitions
relevant to flow aggregation are introduced. First, on top
of the dynamic graph G.t / of FNs and BS, a hybrid flow
E /g is defined where an
graph Gf .t / D fV ; E.t / [ E.t
undirected edge e denotes nodes in communication range,
whereas a directed edge eE represents not only connected
vertices but also directed flow(s) from the FNs to the BS.
Second, the vector of carried flow source for each eE, or
F SeE , denotes the vector of sources of the flows passing
through this edge. For each node i , F Si gives the carried
and to-be relayed flows source vector (sources here are the
FNs that produce flows). Third, Lcur gives the current layer
of nodes and Lnew gives the new layer. Fourth, a cluster
head (CH) is defined as the node that aggregates flows
in each layer, and CHcur denotes the CH vector of current layer nodes. Last, but not the least, pat h.i ; j / denotes
the shortest obstacle-aware migrating path from i to j and
Ni is node i ’s neighbor node set excluding Lnew (j is a
neighbor of i when dist.i; j/  rc ).
Additionally, we define CF i as the vector of covered
flow of i , in which each element is a linked list that begins
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Table II. Notations in Algorithms 1–8.
Terms

Definitions

ı
Gf .t /
dist .i ; j /
path.i ; j /
Lcur , Lnew
Ni
CH, CHcur ; ich
FSEe , FSi
CF i ; FCN i
RLti

NBS
nremain

Exploration ratio; explored area compared with total area
E .t /g
Hybrid flow graph, Gf .t / D fV ; E .t / [ E
Straight-line distance from i to j
Shortest obstacle-aware migrating path from i to j
The current layer and the new layer
Node i ’s neighbor node set excluding Lnew , j is a neighbor of i when dist .i ; j /  rc
Cluster head, vector of CH of current layer, and cluster head node i
E and node i
Vector of carried and to-be-relayed flow source passing through edge e
Covered flows (CF) and fully covered nodes (FCN) of node i ; jCF i j  
Route list; sequence of nodes on routing path from FN i to BS in iteration t
Unsaturated one-hop neighbors to the BS
Number of remaining nodes

with the node ID j 2 Ni [ i as the head and continues
with sources from F Sj (An example has been provided
in Figure 3. Note that CF i depicts the potential flows that
may be carried where F Si describes the flows that have
already been carried. A node j 2 Ni [ i is fully covered by
node i when all of j ’s flows can be aggregated by i . F CN i
denotes the vector of i ’s fully covered nodes (j 2 F CN i
iff j 2 Ni [ i ^ F Sj  CF i ). Note that jCF i j   and
jCF i j only counts the source nodes. Each node must first
carry its own flow if it is in Lcur or its parent’s flow if it is
an RN in Lnew . Then, jF CN i j  1 denotes that the number
of extra RNs can be saved with such aggregation using the
remaining capacity.

in Algorithm 5 and illustrated in an example in Figure 4.
First, FNs F N t are set as Lcur , and covered nodes/flows
are computed for each node i 2 Lcur based on F Si , which
is initialized as itself being the only element because a node
carries its own flow (line 3). With Lcur , the algorithm is to
compute Lnew as the new RN until all current layer nodes
are in range of BS, which is the terminating condition given
in line 4.
Computing Lnew is executed in two steps: (i) clustering nodes and aggregating flows in Lcur with CH selection
and RN placement and (ii) aggregating flows into Lnew
with Lnew RN filtering, which are given in lines 5–12 and
13–22, respectively.
In the first step, we repeatedly select CHs in Lcur and
insert them into CHcur to aggregate flow in the cluster in
the order of ‘maximal jF CN i j first’ (choose minimum distance to BS if jF CN i j are equal because shorter distance
indicates fewer needed RNs). Moreover, we place RNs
when needed to form Lnew in the paths from CHcur to BS,
and A* search is used similarly as in Algorithm 4 to avoid
obstacles. Note that ich is set as the new RN’s parent. Function updateFlow_Route (i ) (line 15–19 in Algorithm 6)
describes how a node i aggregates flows by moving elements in neighbor node j ’s F Sj to F Si following i ’s covered flow CF i . Moreover, source s’s RLts is updated with
the new RN appended. For instance, in Figure 4(a), FN c
is chosen as CH because it is the closest to the BS among
the ones with maximal jF CN i j D 3. F Sc is updated as

4.3.2.1. Flow aggregation. To minimize RN size, flow
aggregation is executed in an order with maximal jF CN i j
first. The problem of finding maximal jF CN i j is solved
optimally by greedily covering minimal jF Si j node first.
For example, in Figure 3, new layer RN node n can maximally cover two extra nodes or save two RNs immediately
otherwise needed by nodes 3 and 4. n can aggregate all
flows from them: n’s F CN n D f3; 4g with the remaining
capacity 9  4 D 5 after it obtains its parent node 1’s four
flows.
4.3.2.2. Major strategy with illustration. Relay
node placement and routing path selection are solved
jointly in a layer-based approach, which is also described
=9
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Figure 3. Aggregate flows to nodes with maximal number of fully covered neighbors first to conserve relay nodes.
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fc; b; d g, and c is added in RLtb and RLtd for sources b
and d , respectively.
In the second step, CBAX executes flow aggregation
with the same order of ‘maximal jF CN i j first’ (choose the
maximum size of covered flows if jF CN i j are equal) for
Lnew and attempts to remove unnecessary nodes by filtering the new layer nodes whose parent’s flows have all been
carried by others. To illustrate in Figure 4(c), new layer
RN_8 is first to aggregate flows with jF CN RN_8 j D 2, and
then, RN_7 has jF SRN_3 j D 0 and is consequently filtered.
tmp
A layer placement ends when Lnew is empty (line 15).
Then, Lnew becomes Lcur , and a new round starts. To conclude, the flows, denoted by F Si for node i , are aggregated
in the CH in Lcur and then in Lnew with best endeavor to
reduce the number of RNs.

4.3.2.3. Update flow information. In the beginning
of the algorithm and after both flow aggregation in the
two steps, function setCoveredFlow_Node (lines 1–14 in
Wirel. Commun. Mob. Comput. (2011) © 2011 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
DOI: 10.1002/wcm

Algorithm 6) is called to update the covered flows and
fully covered node information. Furthermore, the rest
tmp
of the nodes still in Lnew are updated in line 20, and
these updates are necessary for the next round computation. With  ! 1, this flow aggregation-based relay
placement algorithm also fits the sufficient bandwidth
situation.

4.3.2.4. Upper bound of approximation ratio. We
derive the upper bound of the approximation ratio of the
bandwidth-constrained relay placement algorithm.
First, we define some notations. A maximum degree in a
graph G is: .G/ D maxfdegG .v/jv 2 V .G/g. We denote
n, ns , nd , and nopt are the respective relay size obtained by
the following: (i) flow constrained relay placement algorithm; (ii) S-MST without the flow constraint; (iii) direct
tree (DT) or a simple aggregation tree (star graph with center BS) where all flows from the FNs are directly relayed
to the BS without aggregation; and (iv) Topt , an optimal
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Figure 4. Example of bandwidth-constrained relay node placement and routing. ( D 3) Edge weight denotes jFSEe j. BS, base station;
FN, frontier node; RN, relay node.

Steiner tree with flow constraint and a minimum number
of RN.
In addition, MST denotes the minimum spanning
tree for FNs and BS. DT and MST are two very
simple tree structures easily obtained when given the
input of FNs andPBS. We define  D nd =ns D
P
e2E .DT/ be=rc c=
e2E .MST/ be=r c c, where  is the
ratio of the relay size for DT over that of MST. Hence,
 is related to F N and can be directly obtained from input.
Lemma 1. Every Steiner tree satisfies the flow constraint
must have its maximum degree .T /  1 C  .
Proof . For a vertex, its incoming degree is constrained by
 , the number of incoming flows for aggregation. With
only one out-coming link, the total degree is at most
.T /  1 C  .

Lemma 2. There exists a shortest optimal Steiner tree
Topt whose maximum degree is less than or equal to five,

that is, .Topt /  5, in an obstacle-free area or obstructive
area where triangular inequality holds.
Proof . When the obstacle distribution does not impact the
triangular inequality, with A* obstacle-aware paths, the
shortest side is still across from the smallest angle. Then,
we can prove that two edges meeting at a vertex in a Topt
form an angle of at least 60ı , by the proof similar to that
in [7] on an Euclidean plane. Besides, authors in [7] also
proved that an optimal tree with maximum vertex degree of
six can lead to another optimal tree with maximum vertex

degree of five. Therefore, .Topt /  5.
Theorem 1. The approximation ratio of bandwidthconstrained relay placement algorithm is no greater than
  .1 C  /. In an environment where obstacle distribution does not affect the triangular inequality, the ratio is
no greater than   minf5; 1 C  g.
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c
c
new

Proof . With an optimal tree Topt , we duplicate each edge
and build an Eulerian tour such that every Steiner point
appears at most .Topt / times in the tour, whereas each
terminal point appears exactly once. Removing one (or
more) edge in the tour will give a spanning tree T 0 where
Steiner points have 2ı at most. Its Steiner point size n.T 0 /
is no more than .Topt / times in Topt . Because ns is from
S-MST, a minimum spanning tree, we have
ns  n.T 0 /  .Topt /  nopt

(5)

With  D nd =ns and the fact that flow aggregation
guarantees n  nd , we have
n  nd    .Topt /  nopt
n
   .Topt /
nopt

(6)

(7)

With Lemmas 1 and 2, .Topt / D minf5; 1 C  g in
obstacle-free area or obstructive area where triangular
inequality holds. Otherwise, .Topt / D 1 C  . Replacing

.Topt / concludes the proof.
Wirel. Commun. Mob. Comput. (2011) © 2011 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
DOI: 10.1002/wcm

4.4. Position assignment and path
generation
With current positions pCGt1 from the execution of the
last iteration of n robots and the computed n next positions
pCGt , there is a problem with how to assign each robot to
go to which newly computed position so that mT t , which
is decided by the bottleneck longest distance of all pairs, is
minimum. We formally model this problem as the LBAP
[22]. LBAP can also be viewed as finding a perfect match
in a weighted bipartite graph that minimizes the maximum
weight of all matched edges [23]. Mathematically, LBAP is
mT t D
subject to

n
X

min

max

xij 2f0;1g i;j

cij xij

xij D 1;

j D 1; : : :; n

xij D 1;

i D 1; : : :; n

iD1
n
X
j D1

xij 2 f0; 1g;

i ; j D 1; : : :; n

(8)
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where fcij gnn is the cost matrix and cij is the cost as the
length of shortest obstacle-aware path by A* from node i
to position j . Moreover, fxij gnn is the resulting binary
matrix where xij D 1 iff the node i is assigned to position j . We adopt the algorithm in [24] with expected running time O.n2 /, which generates the optimal result. Its
general procedure is as follows: (i) from the original bipartite graph, a subgraph with 2n ln n minimum-cost edges is
selected; (ii) in this subgraph, LBAP is solved by scheme
in [25]; and (iii) if a perfect matching is not found with a
low probability, then the matching is done in the original
graph. According to [23] and [26], it is one of the most
efficient algorithms for LBAP.
Because the paths obtained may not be collision free,
we adopt a simple scheduling to avoid collision (lines 6–9
in Algorithm 7). First, we check whether the intersection
points of the paths exist. If true, then we will check whether
the intersection is reached by different nodes simultaneously. If true again, collision may occur and different nodes
may wait different amounts of time; for example, node i
waits i second(s) before reaching the intersection place to
avoid such collision.
4.5. CBAX enhancement
Besides the aforementioned major steps in CBAX, we
improve the control message transmission and use remaining nodes for placement to further enhance CBAX’s performance.
4.5.1. Filter-based control message transmission.
In each iteration, a node needs to notify the BS by sending an ‘arrived’ control message when arriving at the target
position. Because a node in movement indicates that it will
send to the BS its ‘arrived’ message in the future, the communication overhead can be reduced by not forwarding

Y. Pei, M. W. Mutka and N. Xi

packets to the BS if a moving node j receives the ‘arrived’
message from a stopped (arrived) node i . When j also
arrives at the targeting position, j can append i ’s information in j ’s ‘arrived’ message. The completion of the last
mobile node’s movement indicates the completion of all
nodes in one iteration. Besides, it is possible that when an
arrived node sends the message, the intermediate nodes on
the path back to the BS are still moving. They may be out
of reach of the sender and therefore not able to relay the
message. Under such occasions, the arrived node will
retransmit the packet on timeout until the BS sends an
acknowledgement to confirm that it has received the
message.
4.5.2. Remaining node placement.
When nfn C nrn < n (lines 6–7 in Algorithm 1), we
need to identify the remaining node positions to maximize
the exploration efficiency. Generally, we attempt to place
nodes as FNs using the unsaturated paths to carry flows to
the BS. First, we identify the unsaturated one-hop neigh , which have extra capacity not yet
boring nodes of BS NBS
used. A node i is unsaturated when jF Si j <  . Second, to
place the remaining nodes as FNs, we collect the cells in
 ,
F C, which are in range of the flow source nodes of NBS
to form F C  . The remaining node positions are selected
as the cells with the maximum gain in F C  . When there
are no unsaturated paths, we place the remaining node
using the previous iteration position in pCGt1 , which
is closest to the nearest node in pCGt . Such placement
avoids the remaining node relocation to be the bottleneck
in assignment. Algorithm 8 shows the procedure in detail.

5. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
We evaluated CBAX’s performance using a multi-robot
simulator in C++ and compared CBAX with two recent
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schemes that consider limited communication range: (i) a
distributed ‘sensor-based random graph’ (SRG) scheme in
[1], which is more efficient but does not guarantee connectivity and (ii) a centralized ‘possible moves sampling’
(PMS) approach in [3] that assures connectivity but is less
efficient. The metrics for comparison include exploration
efficiency and communication quality. We used the total
exploration time as the primary criteria for efficiency. If
not stated otherwise, the time is measured from a clustered
start at the left–bottom corner to a state with over 95% of
explored area. Also, the constant STI in each iteration is
not included in the measured time for the three schemes.
To evaluate the communication quality, the non-overflow
transmission time ratio (NO_TT), or the percentage of
transmission time for not over-saturated flows divided by
the total transmission time, is used. Besides, the percentage
of iterations in which all robots maintain connected with
BS and within the robot team, or fully Connected time ratio
with the BS (CT_BS) and within the robot team (CT_RT),
are also measured. Two environments, the open and garden
in Figure 5(a), are used to compare the schemes.
The parameters are set to make the comparisons fair.
We obtained the results and parameters from SRG’s sample video in [27] and simulated CBAX using the same set
of parameters (with proper scaling) and the same garden
environment. Although teams with only four, six, and eight
robots are tested in SRG, we simulated PMS and compare with CBAX on 6–12 robots to obtain results for more
complex topologies using the open environment. Specifically, the grid cell and robot size are 1 m, the robot’s
moving velocity is 1 m/s, and the accelerating/decelerating
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time is ignored. Map sizes for the open and garden environments are 45 m  45 m and 48 m  48 m, respectively,
and (rc , rs ) are (10 m,7 m) and (21 m,7 m), respectively.
All experiments are run five times to obtain the average. For CBAX, two relay placement strategies were evaluated: CBAX with bandwidth-sufficient relay placement
(BS-CBAX) and CBAX with bandwidth-constrained relay
placement (BC-CBAX) ( D 3).
5.1. Exploration efficiency
Compared with PMS, BS-CBAX and BC-CBAX reduce
explore time on average by 40.9% and 39.7%, respectively, as shown in Figure 6(a). The improvement is more
significant when team size increases. With 12 robots, the
improvements are 54.7% and 45.3%. The major reason
is that CBAX expends nodes promptly and systematically
places nodes to reduce relay robots while in PMS, nodes
are expended slowly especially when the number of nodes
increases. In addition, Figure 5(b) shows that CBAX is
more efficient than PMS with different percentages of
explored area. Compared with SRG, CBAX remains the
more efficient approach, even though SRG is a distributed
and efficient scheme maintaining neither connectivity nor
bandwidth adequacy. BS-CBAX and BC-CBAX decrease
exploration time on average by 15.9% and 13.0%, respectively, as shown in Figure 6(b). With eight robots, the
improvements are 27.4% and 22.2%. In most cases, BCCBAX is slightly more efficient than BS-CBAX when n is
small but is less efficient when more robots are in the team.
The reasons are as follows: (i) our flow aggregation-based
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Figure 5. Environments and exploration time. BC-CBAX, connectivity and bandwidth-aware exploration with bandwidth-constrained
relay placement; BS-CBAX, CBAX with bandwidth-sufficient relay placement; PMS, ‘possible moves sampling’ approach.
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(a) Exp. time: CBAX versus PMS in [3] with 6, 8,10, and 12 of robots (b) Exp. time: CBAX versus SRG in [1] with 4, 6, and 8 robots in the
in the open environment.

garden environment.

Figure 6. Simulation results on exploration time. BC-CBAX, connectivity and bandwidth-aware exploration with bandwidthconstrained relay placement; BS-CBAX, CBAX with bandwidth-sufficient relay placement; PMS, ‘possible moves sampling’ approach;
SRG, sensor-based random graph.

solution is more efficient than the general SMT-based
approximation algorithm, and (ii) the flows are less likely
to be overflowed ( D 3) when node number is small. With
more robots, however, the impact of the constraint is more
noticeable, resulting in longer exploration time with more
RNs placed.

robots§ shows that only in 20.7% of iterations, all nodes
are (through multi-hops) connected to the BS and 48.3%
of iterations all nodes are connected within the robot team.
Besides, in 79.3%‘ of iterations, overflow transmission
occurs, and 83.7% of data is lost in such overflow sessions.
Figure 7 also depicts the results.
5.3. Discussion

5.2. Communication quality
Compared with PMS that only guarantees connectivity,
CBAX further assures the real-time data flow of being
under link capacity. In PMS, overflow transmissions occur
in 21.5% of the iterations on average, in which 31.5%
of data is lost. Although CBAX always maintains connectivity and ensures no overflow occur, SRG with four

A mobile multi-hop wireless network’s quality of service
(QoS) is a complex issue affected by various factors such
§

Video available online is only with four robots. However, the results
with six out of eight robots are similar because SRG is not aware of
connectivity and bandwidth.
‘
We define a disconnected link has link capacity 0 bit/s.
Wirel. Commun. Mob. Comput. (2011) © 2011 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 7. Simulation results on communication quality. CBAX, connectivity and bandwidth-aware exploration; PMS, ‘possible moves
sampling’ approach; SRG, sensor-based random graph.

as underlying MAC protocol, interference, channel quality,
scheduling, congestion control, and routing path selection.
Besides, the contention-based carrier sense multiple access
with collision avoidance MAC protocol in 802.11 may not
guarantee an absolute link rate and throughput. However,
topology and node movement significantly influence the
performance of the network protocol in mobile ad hoc networks [28] and with our QoS-aware mobility model, we
provide the most fundamental assurance of bandwidth adequacy. To further enhance rate control, we can employ the
time division multiple access-based scheduling to guarantee the required bandwidth for each flow on a certain link.

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE
WORK
Mobility and communication are two critical and interdependent topics, and we believe that jointly considering the two aspects is essential in many research fields.
From the mobile robotics viewpoint, we leverage algorithmic and graph-theoretic tools to systematically solve
the connectivity and bandwidth-aware multi-robot exploration problem. CBAX achieves both improved efficiency
in exploration time and enhanced quality for communication. From the multi-hop mobile network perspective,
CBAX demonstrates how a pragmatic coordinated mobility model can ensure the network connectivity and enhance
its QoS. Future work may include the following: (i) implementing CBAX in a real-robot test bed and (ii) considering
heterogeneous communication ranges and data rates along
with the impact of interference.
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